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Hermes is the Greek god of the Word, of thought and magic, the swift-moving messenger of the Divine and guardian of souls in the Afterlife.
In Ancient Egypt he was the majestic god Thoth, the Recorder, the lord of measurement and science, the brother/husband of Isis. In Rome,
he was of course Mercury, flying through the Empyrean at the speed of idea by the aid of his winged helmet and boots. In this broad survey
of the Hermetic arts, author Jacob Slavenburg brings an unparalleled depth of insight to the subject. He examines the historical Hermetic
literature and details its relevance to modern occultism, from the symbolism of architecture and art to the mysteries of Freemasonry. The
heavenly mysteries of astrology are explored as are the healing arts which derive from the spirit of scientific inquiry embodied by
Thoth/Hermes. Slavenburg examines the magical writings of the Greek papyri and their development into the contemporary magical practices
of modern adepts. He sheds light on the workings of alchemy and the esoteric philosophy to the world of modern chemistry and physics. He
explores the origin of evil and the realm of the afterlife, and the Hermetic doctrines of reincarnation and karma. In addition, the author
provides a wealth of biographical data on the magi of Hermeticsm, from Ficino to Agrippa, John Dee to Giordano Bruno.
In Venice, tradition is still very much a part of the daily life and work of many craftsman who, often in tiny workshops hidden down narrow
lanes, produce genuine masterpieces with their creativity and passion passed down from father to son. In this book, the author's intention
was not only to illustrate an aspect of the city that is as little-known as it is precious, but also to create a visual memory for the new
generations growing up in a world of sophisticated technology and who know nothing of the creative possibilities of expert hands. Thirty
craftsmen including painters, sculptors, gondola makers and glass makers are profiled with several pages of photos and text devoted to each.
This beautifully illustrated volume brings the reader into the studios and workshops of these artisans who honor traditions of quality that date
back to the earliest Venetian guilds of the 13th and 14th centuries.
Inaugurated with royal blessing in 1860, the Queen’s Plate is the longest continuously run stakes race in North America and the first jewel in
Canada’s Triple Crown of Thoroughbred Racing. This compilation is the first full history of how this prestigious annual event evolved from a
petition granted by Queen Victoria to a little turf club in Toronto to the country’s most famous, one-day social and sporting event. Featuring
many never-before-seen archival photographs and profiles of every winner, each year of the event is presented and examined in detail.
Though the original site is now a traffic-congested street corner and the first-place prize has changed from “a plate to the value of fifty
Guineas” to a purse of one million dollars, the Queen’s Plate remains the event that established Canadian horse racing as “the sport of
royalty.”
The Secret of the Seventh Scarab
Study in Jewish Concepts and Beliefs. Book of Terms and Definitions. THE COMPILATION (R) RegisteredSTUDY IN JEWISH CONCEPTS
AND BELIEFS. THE COMBINING AND JOINING OF HEBREW TERMS THAT IN ESSENCE SYMBOLIZE THE CONCEPT OF PRAYER,
JOINING US WITH G-DAUTHOR: WARREN J CYR (aharon ben yosef), THE "aby"EDITOR: DANIEL J CYRPROGRAMMER: SAUL
SCHON/SCHOU - i.e. PAUL ANDERSON
She quietly reminisced . It was very hot in the market place, she found it too busy and crowded, while she was selling her wares. Simple
jewellery, she made from pieces of wood and scraps of metal; she was tired and hot. When she shut her eyes she swayed in the heat. Earlier
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that day, a lovely butterfly flew into the house, before she could catch it; there it flew out again, like an omen. It had the colours of gold and
peacock blue that shimmered in the heat...Seven Tales of the Timeless Traveller consists of seven historical and romantic journeys into other
lives with moral lessons that the souls learn. The author Susanne West is a spiritual writer, poet and healer living in Lincolnshire.
With detailed illustrations and archival images, Egyptologist Wolfram Grajetzki describes and compares the opulent tombs of eminent and
royal women from the late Middle Kingdom, shedding new light on how the gendered and social identities of these women were viewed in the
court and preserved in the grave.
Features alphabetically organized entries on the artistic, technical, and commercial aspects of movies, including style, genres, actors and
actresses, directors, producers, and motion picture studios.
Hidden for centuries by the shifting sands of the desert, scrolls are unearthed by an archeologist who believes his dream of discovering riches
has finally come true. But his hopes of returning to England in glory are shattered when a Bedouin reveals that the ancient text does not hold
monetary value, but instead shares the unknown truths of the beautiful Egyptian queen Hatshepsut, the treacheries of nobility, and the two
men destined from birth to clash with her. The ambitious Hatshepsut is willing to become Pharaoh at any cost, even when the price must be
paid with her body and with murder. Tetimas, rightful heir to the throne, is forced from childhood to watch his kingship stolen from him by
Hatshepsut and her sadistic lover, Ashwan. Yet, despite his fears, Tetimas’s fate and Egypt’s power are destined to become one. Haunted
by tragedy, Sakkara seeks solace in war, but is willing to risk everything to save his half-brother, the true king. In this gripping, classic
historical tale, the hatred between two strong-willed leaders is about to boil to the surface. As a nation waits for the victor in a momentous
struggle for the throne, a hidden history is at last revealed.
Ancient Egypt, 1231 BCWhile the pharaoh tries to conceal the disappearance of Queen Nefertari's sacred heart scarab, along with Shabaka's
abduction, fears of a curse befall those travelling eastwards through the desert.Neti and Moses, during their investigation and search for
Shabaka, uncover a sinister underground network in Thebes that have since the pharaoh's move to Pi-Ramesses resulted in numerous
underhanded dealings. Here Neti has to come to terms with the life she, by chance, managed to escape. Will they find Shabaka before he
disappears in the underground network? Or will Ma-Nefer finally have his revenge against the Nubian prefect and the Mummifies daughter?
The Secret of the 7th Scarab returns us to a land steeped in mystery and magic. It paints a detailed picture of Ancient Egypt in all its glory.
Faithfully recreating one of the most remarkable eras in Egypt's history, author Nathaniel Burns weaves a shudderingly ominous tale of
ancient Egypt's mysteries revealed through a cast of characters the modern reader will recognize even though millenia have passed. So light
up the incense, sit close to the light and draw back the curtains on the shadowed past with this gripping tale of love and intrigue among the
living and the dead in one of history's most intriguing civilizations ...

Substantial articles on 2000+ Greek words that are theologically significant in the New Testament. Traces usage in
classical Greek literature, the Septuagint, intertestamental texts, and the New Testament.
11 carefully chosen stories provide a revealing glimpse into the lives and culture of the ancient Egyptians. Intended for a
general reading public as well as serious students of Egyptology.
"The Greek magical papyri" is a collection of magical spells and formulas, hymns, and rituals from Greco-Roman Egypt,
dating from the second century B.C. to the fifth century Page
A.D.2/5Containing a fresh translation of the Greek papyri, as well as
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Coptic and Demotic texts, this new translation has been brought up to date and is now the most comprehensive
collection of this literature, and the first ever in English. The Greek Magical Papyri in Transition is an invaluable resource
for scholars in a wide variety of fields, from the history of religions to the classical languages and literatures, and it will
fascinate those with a general interest in the occult and the history of magic. "One of the major achievements of classical
and related scholarship over the last decade."—Ioan P. Culianu, Journal for the Study of Judaism "The enormous value of
this new volume lies in the fact that these texts will now be available to a much wider audience of readers, including
historians or religion, anthropologists, and psychologists."—John G. Gager, Journal of Religion "[This book] shows care,
skill and zest. . . . Any worker in the field will welcome this sterling performance."—Peter Parsons, Times Literary
Supplement
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place
for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering
everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its
audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
While the pharaoh tries to conceal the disappearance of Queen Nefertari's sacred heart scarab, along with Shabaka's
abduction, fears of a curse befall those travelling eastwards through the desert.Neti and Moses, during their investigation
and search for Shabaka, uncover a sinister underground network in Thebes that have since the pharaoh's move to PiRamesses resulted in numerous underhanded dealings. Here Neti has to come to terms with the life she, by chance,
managed to escape. Will they find Shabaka before he disappears in the underground network? Or will Ma-Nefer finally
have his revenge against the Nubian prefect and the Mummifies daughter? The Secret of the 7th Scarab returns us to a
land steeped in mystery and magic. It paints a detailed picture of Ancient Egypt in all its glory. Faithfully recreating one of
the most remarkable eras in Egypt's history, author Nathaniel Burns weaves a shudderingly ominous tale of ancient
Egypt's mysteries revealed through a cast of characters the modern reader will recognize even though millenia have
passed. So light up the incense, sit close to the light and draw back the curtains on the shadowed past with this gripping
tale of love and intrigue among the living and the dead in one of history's most intriguing civilizations.
The Secret of Borges approaches the complex, labyrinthine writings of Jorge Luis Borges from a Freudian perspective. The author
searches for connections between the works of Borges by analyzing his writing and gathering information on his life from various
sources, including in-depth interviews with those who worked as assistants for the blind writer. This analysis examines in minute
detail the writer's style and literary and rhetorical resources, following Borges's path as he evolved from his "narcissistic solipsism"
to the establishment of Oedipal links. The author explores the track of fantasy associations, the treatment of feminine characters in
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Borges's short stories, the dreams and nightmares constantly retrieved and reiterated through his work, memory, and the
challenges of self identification, and the Borgean view of the problem of time.
Torn between duty to the Egyptian pharaoh, Ramesses, and duty to his people and their traditional beliefs, Shabaka finds himself
having to cope with an unwanted betrothal, rioting locals, and the traditional dance festival, when all he wants to do is find his
missing partner, Neti.While Moses is summoned to assist, aid comes in the most unlikely manner and uncovers something far
more dangerous than mere desert raiders ...The Prince of Nubia returns us to a land steeped in mystery and magic. It paints a
detailed picture of Ancient Egypt in all its glory. Faithfully recreating one of the most remarkable eras in Egypt's history, author
Nathaniel Burns weaves a shudderingly ominous tale of ancient Egypt's mysteries revealed through a cast of characters the
modern reader will recognize even though millenia have passed. So light up the incense, sit close to the light and draw back the
curtains on the shadowed past with this gripping tale of love and intrigue among the living and the dead in one of history's most
intriguing civilizations. Also Available on Amazon: The Mummifier's Daughter (The Mummifier's Daughter Series #1) Princess of
Egypt (The Mummifier's Daughter Series #2)Curse of Anubis (The Mummifier's Daughter Series #3)Secret of the 7th Scarab (The
Mummifier's Daughter Series #4)The Forgotten Papyrus (The Mummifier's Daughter Series #5)
“A wizard shares 600 years worth of ideas for staging a party, along with an appropriate story to tell guests for each
occasion....Craft and food ideas usually have some magical twist...decorations, games, food, songs, and stories are described in
great detail...the ultimate, over-the-top, party idea book.” —School Library Journal.
The articles in this volume of collected essays, written over the last two decades and all revised, updated, and supplemented with
unpublished material, are grouped around two themes: Divine Secrets and Human Imaginations. The first essays deal with the
production, initiation, use and function, the abduction, repatriation, and the replacement of divine images, their outer appearance,
and the many facets of the divine presence theology in Ancient Mesopotamia. The essays on the second topic deal with human
imaginations, human constructs, and constructed memories, which assign meaning to the past or to things or experiences that are
beyond human control. Thematically, several aspects of the human condition are examined, such as the ideas associated in the
Old Testament and the Ancient Near East with death, corporeality, enemies, disasters, utopias, and passionate love.
Subject matter consists of representational arts in the broadest sense, architecture, sculpture, painting, and other man-made
objects with no limits as to time, place, or cultural environment.

'Nowhere, beloved, can world be but within us' Rainer Maria Rilke (1875-1926) is one of the leading poets of European
Modernism, and one of the greatest twentieth-century lyric poets in German. From The Book of Hours in 1905 to the
Sonnets of Orpheus written in 1922, his poetry explores themes of death, love, and loss. He strives constantly to
interrogate the relationship between his art and the world around him, moving from the neo-romantic and the mystic
towards the precise craft of expressing the everyday in poetry. This bilingual edition fully reflects Rilke's poetic
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development. It contains the full text of the Duino Elegies and the Sonnets to Orpheus, selected poems from The Book of
Images, New Poems, and earlier volumes, and from the uncollected poetry 1906-26. The translations are accurate,
sensitive, and nuanced, and are accompanied by an introduction and notes that elucidate Rilke's poetic practice and his
central role in modern poetry. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford World's Classics has made available the
widest range of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship,
providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert introductions by leading
authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much more.
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